
IB TOK ESSAY UPLOAD DEADLINE

Find out about the upload deadline for theory of knowledge -- part of the International Upload deadline Â· Example
essays The International BaccalaureateÂ® (IB) sets a submission date for the different components of theory of
knowledge (TOK) by the IB, with the required paperwork received by the submission date set.

August  Mon, Dec 4. If exceptional circumstances arise, the student should discuss this with the teacher well
in advance. Fri, Dec 1. If the justified absence has been prolonged, or other deadlines have been missed, then
the Homeroom Tutor should supply a Student Support form. To help them develop these skills, students have
group sessions on Time Management, Research Skills and individual sessions with teachers and a career
counselor to help them plan their time. IB Year II. The ToK Essay on a prescribed title 1, , words. If
exceptional circumstances apply, students should see the teacher well in advance. In the event of an
unexpected justified absence, the work is due on the day the student returns to the school. DP1: EE supervisor
meeting 2. It may vary Off the top of my head, a pretty obvious one would be the Extended Essay deadlines.
The CP coordinator will contact the parents expressing general concerns if this has happened in more than one
CP subject. If the deadline missed is the final deadline for a compulsory component of a CP subject, a meeting
will be arranged for the student, their parents, and the CP Coordinator to discuss further action which may
include failing that component. This will allow students to develop time management skills and avoid the
piling up of work. If the work is given in late with no agreement from the teacher, then an NS Not Submitted
grade is entered. If the student has not been absent, then proceed to 3 below Work is expected on the first day
back from the absence. All other IAs deadline is 20th April. September  Pre-k amp; KGI. In the case that an
MYP student misses a deadline for a summative task, the following procedure applies: As with any other
absence, a parental note is needed to justify absence on the deadline day. Under special circumstances, the
teacher and student can agree on an extension.


